Decimals

This is an e-book for parents that are trying
to explain greater than and less than with
DECIMALS. It has these topics:1.) Whole
numbers vs. Decimal Numbers2.) Place
Values3.) Greater Than4.) Less Than5.)
Compare decimal numbers (less than)6.)
Compare decimal numbers (greater than)I
used power point (open office version) and
did it in slide format. Many children have
difficulty when you put too much
information at them at one time, so it is
broken down into smaller parts.

- 2 min - Uploaded by this video, youll learn more about decimals. Visit https://www.gcflearnfree.org - 6 minSal
shows that when there is a decimal divisor, you need to shift the decimal first and then divide. - 9 min - Uploaded by
mathanticsLearn More at Visit http://www.mathantics.com for more Free math videos and Naming Decimals Adding
Decimals Subtracting Decimals Multiplying Decimals Dividing Decimals Rounding Decimals Place Values Comparing
DecimalsUnderstanding decimals conceptually, using operations with decimals, rounding and estimating with decimals,
and converting decimals. - 1 minExcellent question! Place values are determined by the powers of the number base.
Decimals - 4 minSay I have a stack of 1s (I get ones because the bus doesnt give change) and a 10. If I want to a
fraction that has a denominator of a power of ten, the power depending on or deciding the decimal place. It is indicated
by a decimal point to the left of theFirst, lets have an example: Here is the number forty-five and six-tenths written as a
decimal number: The decimal point goes between Ones and Tenths. 45.6 has 4 Tens, 5 Ones and 6 Tenths, like this:
Now, lets discover how it all works Learn what decimal numbers are, and see how decimals are related to fractions.
Along the way, find decimals on the number line, convert between fractions and - 4 minI am a ten-year old who watched
these videos and did not find them helpful in particular. Please - 6 minMost of the time, when dividing decimals with
long division, you move the decimal place to the - 5 minSal uses understanding of place value, expanded form, and
fractions to help divide with decimals. - 3 min - Uploaded by Math MeetingDecimal to fraction, step by step, example.
For all free math videos visit http:// . - 2 minTop Recent. Video is great but how do you know what exact numbers to
submit as your answer
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